Map of the Imperial Palace Garden

(---) Approximate time required: 75 minutes.

1 Buildings can be seen during the tour
1. Someikan (Visitors' House)
2. The former Prv Council Bldg.
3. Fujimi-yagura (Mt.Fuji-view Keep)
4. Hasuikeborin (Lotus Moat)
5. Fujimitamon Defence-house
6. Kunaicho Choisha(The Imperial Household Agency Bldg.)
7. Kyuden Totei Plaza
8. Kyuden (The Imperial Palace)
9. Seimon-tetsu-bashi Bridge (Niju-Bashi)
10. Fushimi-yagura Keep
11. Yamashita-dori Street

2 Buildings in the East Gardens
1. Tenshudai (Remains of the main tower)
2. Tokagakudo Concert Hall
3. Gakubu Choisha (Music Department Bldg.)
4. Shoryobu Choisha
   (Archives and Musculea Department Bldg.)
5. Barin-zaka Slope
6. Shiomi-zaka Slope
7. Prefectural Tree Emblems
8. Suwano-chaya Tea House
9. Doshin-bansho Guardhouse
10. Hyakunin-bansho Guardhouse
11. O-bansho Guardhouse
12. Site of Matsuno-c-rika Corridor
13. Sannomaru Shozukan
   (Museum of the Imperial Collections)